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Best free video cutter app android

Unfortunately, there is a serious lack of video recording apps for Android that are based on the features of the stock app. Maybe it's because there are so many devices with so many different cameras, or maybe it's because the stock camcorder app does things so well. In any case, we found that the stock
camcorder application offered the greatest control over the camera and we did the work with the least hassle or configuration. CamcorderPlatform: Android Price: Built-in / Free Comes with your phone! FeaturesPressed on all Android devices running 1.6 and aboveYou can record video in Full HD if your
hardware is compatibleperloPermite adjust the video recording quality to save space if necessaryBepe-to-zoom support, and you can use the phone flash for continuous light while recordingSupports video stabilization and other effects (depending on the hardware)Where It ExcelsThis is one of those
situations where the stock app is the best because it gives you all access to the features available on your Android device and because it is pre-installed. The stock camcorder app won't blow your mind, and on most devices it only comes with the minimum needed to record and share video quickly on the
go, but that's enough for most people and gets the job done. Part of the problem is that app developers can't inject features into a camcorder app that a specific phone doesn't support, so it's hard to reach camcorder apps that actually enhance the recording experience without simply adding software
effects. Where short fallsThe biggest drawback of the action camera ordering app is that it is linked to the stock chamber app as well. There are plenty of other great camera apps out there for Android, but to use the camcorder app, you have to launch the default camera app, or at least install a camcorder
shortcut that will allow you to jump directly to the video side of the app. In addition, the fact that features vary in the camcorder app so greatly depending on the version of Android you are running and the ROM you are using means that some devices have robust and feature-rich camcorder apps with
image stabilization, shooting grids and brightness and contrast settings, while some budget Android devices have little more than a viewer with a record button. G/O Media can get a commissionThe Video CompetitionQik (Free), like most alternatives in this field, are not so many alternatives but alternative
interfaces the camcorder that uploads video directly to your services or allows you to share your video directly with a specific social network. Qik is a great choice, however, and whenever you sign up for an account, the app can reduce the waiting time between recording your video and having it posted
on the Internet where your friends and family can watch it. YouTube (Free) is another alternative, but on most devices the YouTube app simply interacts with the built-in camcorder app and makes it to post your video directly to YouTube when you're done recording. If your web video world revolves around
YouTube, you can completely skip the value camcorder app and simply open the YouTube app to record and upload your videos in one hit. Unfortunately, this is a category where the richness of Android apps and the diversity of your development group simply hasn't been up to date. There is, however,
an industry app cabins on the Android App Market that are designed to allow you to record video from your phone without being noticed, or record video from your camera while using other apps on your phone screen, turning your Android device into a spy camera, but that's a completely different
category. Do you know a great camcorder replacement for Android, or an alternative we couldn't find? Let us know in the comments below. Lifehacker Application Directory is a new and growing directory of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of given categories. For a
platform with over a million apps, it's hard to find a decent video editor on Android. Ask most Android enthusiasts and they'll tell you the same thing: video editing is an area of surprising weakness in the android app ecosystem. There are a lot of utilities out there, but most of them range from meh to
terrible. At one point, Google itself seemed ready to fill the void: the company launched its own native video editor for Android, Movie Studio, with the launch of its Android 3.0 Honeycomb platform in 2011. But the app was almost immediately abandoned and is no longer shipped with new devices. To be
fair, the native Google Android Gallery app lets you make basic video clippings, and the company's Google+Connected Photos app has a tool to add prefabricated music and themes to the clips you've captured, but many people need something more robust. That's why we decided to dig deeper into the
Google Play Store and come up with five solid options for editing videos on Android. One of them is actually quite polished and well rounded, while the others offer more limited functionality with their own sets of advantages. Read on - and find out once and for all which Android video editor is right for you.
[[Note: Because this article was written in 2014, some of the information may be out of date. However, as of February 2015, all prices are up to date and all revised software is still available.]] AndroVid AndroVid is more of a toolbox than a formal video editor, but it's easy to use and makes things well.
AndroVid Once you open a video in AndroVid, you'll see a sliding list of options at the top of the screen. (You may not realize that the list slides at the beginning - this isn't exactly an award-winning user interface - but if you swipe left, you'll find more options waiting.) The options are quite self-explanatory
and work more or less as they A Crop command allows you to select a small segment of a video and get rid of the rest, a Split command allows you to choose a point in the video where it will be spliced into two separate parts, and a Grab command allows you to select a single frame of the video to save
as a still image. AndroVid also presents an option to convert a video into an MP3, as well as one to add a single music track to a clip. However, the latter is not very useful, as there is no way to control where the music starts and stops within the clip or for how long it plays. If you need to add text to your
video, AndroVid has a tool for that. Once you have selected the tool, all it does is type the text and then use your finger to determine where it appears on the screen. You can adjust the size and color of the text, but there is no way to create or import a full-screen graphic, and there are no animations or
transitions. AndroVid has a decent range of one-touch filter effects for videos. Some of them are limited to only a $2 Pro version of the program, but the vast majority work within the free version. And finally, AndroVid has options to rotate videos and convert them to a different size, format or quality. Video
calls have officially become the mainstream. Many of today's chat apps, including Apple's eponymous facetime, include video chat functionality. Nowadays, chat apps without some kind of video chat concept feel like you're falling behind. If you want to hang out face-to-face with your friends, here are the
best video call apps for Android.BBM [Price: Free with in-app purchases] BBM has had many ups and downs since it was released a few years ago, but it seems to have its ducks in a row now. One of its most recent features was the ability for BBM users to video call each other. The feature works as you
would expect and tends to work well for most people. It may not be the best idea for you to switch to BBM, but if you already use it or already like it, then there's no real reason to let it look at other video calling apps. Get it now on Google Play! Hangouts [Price: Free] Hangouts is Google's response to
Apple's FaceTime and is one of the most popular video calling apps on Android. Hangouts is primarily a messaging service, but it can also be used to send SMS messages. On that, you can also make voice and video calls in your free time. Video calls can have up to ten participants and it also works
cross-platform so you can call someone on your phone and respond on their computer. it is totally free and pre-installed on many Android devices. Get it now on Google Play! ICQ [Price: Free with in-app purchases] ICQ has been around for a long time. Until then, in fact, it was a competitor to AOL Instant
Messenger before being purchased by AOL in the late 1990s. These days, ICQ remains one of the Robust video calling apps that also have an integrated messaging service. Video calls work pretty well and the messaging side of things is also good. It boasts that it can work over 3G web connections and
even comes with a password lock for security. Get it now on Google Play! JusTalk [Price: Free] JusTalk is one of the few video calling apps that focuses on video calls first and other features second. It's cross-platform and uses your Facebook account to help you connect quickly with your friends and
family. Some of the other features include group chat, free phone calls over data, and even has things like gar gar little in video chat and games. Usually, if you already use something like Hangouts or Skype, there's not much reason to go out for something like this. However, if you want something that is
essentially just a video call app, this is not a bad choice. Get it now on Google Play! KakaoTalk [Price: Free with In-App Purchases] KakaoTalk is a very popular messaging service that has over 150 million users worldwide. It's also a decent video call app. Most of the app is free to use and that includes
messaging and video calls with add-ons being the only thing available for purchase. It also comes with voice filters, group chats and even android Wear support. You can also add friends using their Blackberry PIN if they have one. Get it now on Google Play! LINE [Price: Free with in-app purchases] LINE
is another immensely popular messaging platform that claims to have an astonishing 600 million active users worldwide. Turns out he also does video chat. Like Hangouts, there is cross-platform support for you to make calls using your computer or cell phone. Along with that, you'll get instant messaging,
social media features, group chats, and more. Get it now on Google Play! Skype [Price: Free] Of course, everyone knows about Skype. It's one of the best known names in video calls out there and unsurprisingly, it has an Android app. It has a user base of 250 million people which is pretty good. The app
has undergone a lot of positive changes in the last couple of years as well. It features a decent texting service and voice calls along with video chat capabilities. It's also cross-platform so you can use it virtually anywhere. Get it now on Google Play! Tango [Price: Free with in-app purchases] Tango was
one of the first really good video chat apps available on Android. Over the years, added and improved, resulting in a full messaging service with video and voice calls. This also has a discovery feature that allows you to find new people to talk to if you're bored or alone. There are also a lot of group chats
you can go into to talk to people about similar interests. It's unique and fun fun now on Google Play! Viber [Price: Free with in-app purchases] Originally, Viber was a unique app that was billed as a great app to make free phone calls. Since then it has been improved and added and, like Tango, has
become a full messaging service with voice and video calls. You can also purchase Viber Out credits to make calls to non-Viber users on regular phone numbers if you're looking for a way to do so. It also has android Wear support, social media support and cross-platform support. Get it now on Google
Play! WeChat [Price: Free with in-app purchases] Last but certainly not least on our list is WeChat. This is another popular courier service with over 100 million installations to date. It features the standard things we've come to expect from the apps on this list, including solid video and voice calls along with
messaging. WeChat also allows you to find new friends using a location-based feature called the friend radar and comes with a desktop app. Get it now on Google Play! Related App Lists:If we missed any of the best video call apps for Android, tell us about them in the comments! For our full list of the
best app lists, click here. Here.
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